
   Sung Nockwon and The Manners  

Formed in 2015 in Seoul, Korea, Sung Nockwon and The Manners 
is a five piece jazz band that delivers uplifting messages of hopes 
and dreams through their music that has elements of easy listening, 
jazz, and pop with a romantic and soft yet deep voice of Nockwon. 

Led by Sung Nockwon, a saxophonist, an award winning singer 
song-writer, flutist and producer, who is also a member of the most 
well-known Korean ska band, Kingston Rudieska and an award 
winning jazz band, Miles Away, The Manners are also consisted of 
young outstanding and remarkable jazz musicians.  The keyboardist 
Yim Chaesun has been chosen as "Rising Star" by Korea's most 
renowned jazz magazine, Jazz People, the drummer Kim Donghyun 
is also a member of one of the hottest Korean bands, MeloMance, 
the bassist Kim Yuseong has been playing in many musicals and 
jazz bands and last but not least, the guitarist Lee Yedong has been 
playing for many famous K-pop artists including f(x) and EXID. 
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DISCOGRAPHY  

You Are The One /2015.10.14 / Full length 
Carefully 2013.07.03 / Single 
Beautiful Farewell (feat. Bang Soo Hyun)2013.10.14 / Single 
Monsoon Rain (feat. Bae Sun Yong) 2014.07.11 / Single 
Remembrance of All Things Past  2014.03.05 / Single 
No More /2015.04.15 / Single 
The Moon 2015.06.03 / Single 
Dream of Being Bitten By a Crocodile 2015.07.20 / Single 

Video & Music
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CONTACT  
Vivian Lee 
+82-10-9580-0336 
easternstandardsounds@gmail.com 

Sung Nockwon and The Manners  
Sung Nockwon : Vocal, Saxophone, Flute 
Yim Cheasun : Piano 
Kim Donghyun : Drums 
Kim Yuseong: Bass 
Lee Yedong: Guitar
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